In an effort to clear up any discrepancies about what iCons courses count for – and to make sure you are on track to fulfill all of your grad requirements, we ask you to take a couple of minutes and keep reading!

This requires you to:

1. log into Spire and go to the Student Services Center.
2. click on your ARR (Academic Requirements Report) (with no shopping cart)

**Note:** Each ARR looks different depending on your major – but generally speaking these are what you are looking for.

---

If you have completed iCons 1 (NatSci189H) and your Social World Requirement has not been fulfilled, please let us know.

If you do not have the ‘iCons Option’ under the Integrative Experience Requirement, please let us know.

If you have completed iCons 2 (NatSci 289H) (and you are not an ECE student in CHC) and your Junior Year Writing Requirement has not been fulfilled, please let us know.